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New Mexico General Education Curriculum Course Certification Form 
 

A. Institution and Course Information 
Name of Institution New Mexico State University 
Department English 
Course Number, Title, Credits ENGL 220G, Introduction to Creative Writing, 3cr 
Co-requisite Course Number and Title, if any  
Is this application for your system (ENMU, 
NMSU, & UNM)? 

Yes 

Name and Title of Contact Person Dr. Connie Voisine, NMSU, Director of Creative Writing 
Email and Phone Number of Contact Person  

 
Was this course previously part of the general education curriculum? 
☒  Yes   ☐  No 
 
This course will fulfill general education requirements for (check all that apply): 
☒  AA/AS/BA/BS  ☐  AAS 
  

B. Content Area and Essential Skills 
To which content area should this course be added? Indicate “Other” if the course is not associated with one of the six 
NM General Education content areas. 

☐ Communications  ☐ Mathematics  ☐ Science  ☐ Social & Behavioral Sciences 
☐ Humanities   ☒ Creative & Fine Arts   ☐ Other 

 
Which essential skills will be addressed? 

☒ Communication  ☒ Critical Thinking ☐ Information & Digital Literacy 
☐ Quantitative Reasoning  ☒ Personal & Social Responsibility 

 
C. Learning Outcomes 

This course follows the CCNS SLOs for  
ENGL 2310, Introduction to Creative Writing 

 
List all learning outcomes that are shared between course sections at your institution. 

Common Course Student Learning Outcomes (find Common Course SLOs at: 
http://www.hed.state.nm.us/programs/request-a-change-to-the-nmccns.aspx)  

Student Learning Outcomes 
1. Participate in a constructive conversation and community about creative writing. 



2. Read and critically engage with a variety of texts. 
3. Compose creative works in various genres of creative writing. 
4. Provide respectful, honest, and critical feedback to peers about their work. 
5. Revise creative work based on peer feedback and critique. 
6. Develop thoughtful workshop reflection on students' own writing and writing process. 
7. Evaluate and engage with publication process. 

 
 

Institution-specific Student Learning Outcomes  
List institution-specific Student Learning Outcomes 

 
D. Narrative  

Explain what students are going to do to develop the critical skills (selected above) and how you will assess their 
learning? 
 

Communication. Genre and Medium Awareness, Application and Versatility; Strategies for Understanding and 
Evaluating Messages; and Evaluation and Production of Arguments.  
1. Students will analyze model texts for the common formal strategies of three literary genres (fiction, poetry, nonfiction), 
assessing the author’s message and effectiveness. 2. Students will present their analyses through written assignments and 
group conversations, supporting their assessment with appropriate textual evidence. 3. Students also will produce their 
own creative writing examples of each genre in conversation with the conventions of that genre and the model texts. 4. In 
workshops, students will provide constructive analysis of each other’s creative works including: description of strategies 
used, interpretation of message, and evaluation of effectiveness of strategies used. 5. Students will create revised works 
based on class reception and feedback. 

 
Critical Thinking. Problem Setting; Evidence Acquisition; Evidence Evaluation; and Reasoning/Conclusion 

1. Students will read literary works within three genres (fiction, poetry, and nonfiction) and identify several possible 
interpretations of each work’s meaning or message. 2. Each student will develop their interpretation of the literary 
work using textual evidence, the conventions of genre, and other source material evaluated to be credible and relevant 
by the student. 3. Students will use these critical skills to develop their own creative works. 4. In workshops, students 
will identify weaker and stronger areas of argument in each other’s works, recommending changes to strengthen 
message. 5. Students will implement a variety of revision strategies for their creative works, using their own developed 
conclusions about how literary works achieve their goals. 

 
Quantitative Reasoning. Communication/Representation of Quantitative Information; Analysis of Quantitative 
Arguments; and Application of Quantitative Models  
In this box, provide a narrative that explains how the proposed course addresses the outcomes of the third essential 
skill. 200 – 300 words. 

 
Personal & Social Responsibility. Intercultural reasoning and intercultural competence; Sustainability and the 
natural and human worlds; Ethical reasoning; Collaboration skills, teamwork and value systems; and Civic discourse, 
civic knowledge and engagement – local and global  
1. Students will read cross-culturally and develop competence with personal and social issues across various cultural 
experiences. 2. Students will use workshops and class discussions to develop as ethical writers and thinkers. 3. Students will 
participate in workshop to learn collaboration, mutual respect, and sensitivity. 4. Student works will express a cross-cultural 
awareness. 5. Students will examine how literature contributes to civic discourse. 

 
Information & Digital Literacy. Authority and Value of Information; Digital Literacy; Information Structure; and 
Research as Inquiry 



In this box, provide a narrative that explains how the proposed course addresses the outcomes of the third essential 
skill. 200 – 300 words. 

 
E. Supporting Documents 
☒ Sample Course Rubric Attached (recommended)  ☒ Sample Assessment Attached (required) 
 
F. Assessment Plan (Must be on file with HED by August 1, 2019) 

Link to Institution’s General Education Assessment Plan Click here to enter text. 

 

This course meets institutional standards for general education. 

 
_____________________________________________   _____________________________ 
Signature of Chief Academic Officer     Date 

 

 

HED Internal Use Only 

Presented to NMCC on ______________________________ 
Date 

☐Approved ☐Denied   

If denied, rationale: 

 

Institution Notified on _________________________________ 
   Date 
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ENGL 2310. Introduction to Creative Writing.  
Assignment: Writing a childhood memory. 
 
This reading and writing assignment in creative nonfiction requires students 1) to read a published work 
closely, examining it for details, especially motifs, that express meaning and 2) to write an essay of their 
own that uses the published essay as a model. In the subsequent assignment (not included here), 
students will workshop their essays and then revise them. The final rubric is included. 
 
Steps 1 and 2 address these course SLOs: 

1. Participate in a constructive conversation and community about creative writing. 
2. Read and critically engage with a variety of texts. [In this case, CNF/ “flash”—750 words 
maximum.] 
3. Compose creative works in various genres of creative writing. [In this case, CNF/ “flash.”] 

 
In the subsequent assignment, students would address these course SLOs: 

4. Provide respectful, honest, and critical feedback to peers about their work. 
5. Revise creative work based on peer feedback and critique. 

 
This reading and writing assignment addresses the following two essential skills: 

1. Communication 
2. Critical thinking 

 
1. Communication. Component Skills. 
 
 Genre and medium awareness, application, and versatility.  

Their essay is limited to 750 words (“flash”); it is a true event; it relies heavily upon specific 
details to convey meaning. Meaning may be inferred and not openly expressed. 

 
Strategies for understanding and evaluating messages.  

Students read a published essay for details, repeated vocabulary, motifs, and imagery, and then 
ascertain the main theme / central idea of the essay. 
 
Critical thinking. Component Skills. 
 
Problem setting.  

Students must formulate a question: why has such-and-such an event stuck in their memory? 
They must determine the importance of that event.  

 
Evidence Acquisition. 

They must search their memory for details that may reveal the source of that importance. They 
will interview others who were there. They will research the approximate date of the event via online or 
written resources, such as newspapers or video clips.  

 
Evidence Evaluation.  

Students must consider the relevance of their found resources and in some cases, will have to 
question the truth they garner from interviews if it differs from their recollections.  
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In Orbit, by Brenda Miller (to be read aloud in class, approx. 5 minutes) 

July 20, 1969: I’m running in a wide circle at the far end of the cul-de-sac, around and around 
until I settle in the dust under a thorny bush, but then my name floats into the game, calling me 
back as dusk descends on the neighborhood. Other names unfurl like ribbons, doors opening and 
closing—Bobby, Brenda, Laura!—and none of us kids even says goodbye, we just disperse, our 
small band so easily dissolved. I leave my perfect hiding place—knees scratched, my hair 
smelling of sap—to go back inside, where it’s too hot and smells of stuffed cabbage, the 
television on to the evening news. Walter Cronkite, his bass voice so reassuring, as he tells us 
that man has gone on an adventure to escape his familiar planet. Father, mother, brothers—we’re 
all angled toward the television because something momentous is about to happen: the first man 
to walk on the moon. 

Somehow we’re going to see it. We’ll see Armstrong in his space suit emerge from the metal 
door; we’ll see it as if looking through a scratched and dirty window, with blips and bleeps and 
static and a shimmering gray overlaying everything because he’s out there now, a lone man in a 
different atmosphere altogether, moving backward down the ladder one slow step at a time. And 
then, right before his foot touches down in the dust, the words that will become an emblem: one 
small step for man, one giant leap for mankind. He does it, takes a little hop down onto that alien 
surface, the only man in the universe. 

Everyone is sitting quiet, watching, forks in midair—I can see the profile of my father’s jaw, my 
mother’s small shoulders—and just at that moment, I decide to clank my fork on the edge of my 
plate, to make a loud noise that will penetrate the vast silence in which this man now moves. 
Everyone turns toward me: father, mother, brothers, (I can imagine even Walter Cronkite, taking 
off his big black glasses the way he does when he’s about to cry), angry, annoyed, and my father 
says well, thank you very much, and I know I’ve ruined it, this historic moment. 

I don’t know why I did it: maybe I just feel vastly lonely, want to make my presence known, or 
maybe I thought it would be funny, or maybe I was kind of applauding, the way the men in 
Houston must have been jumping up and down, shaking hands, mission accomplished after so 
many years of study and work and planning, they had done it, they had put a man on the moon! 
My faux-pas just hangs in the air, the clank of the fork still hurting my ears. They turn back to 
the television, the set of their bodies so solidly against me, and I guess I don’t really understand 
why it would be so great—to be a man on the moon, exiled, in orbit so far from home. 

 

 

 

From Brevity, Issue 37 / Fall 2011 / Sept. 3, 2011 
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Reading Exercise: Reading with an eye towards detail. (In class, group discussion) 15 minutes. 
 

1. Describe the setting and list some of the details that Miller gives to establish time and place. 
(July 20, 1969; suburban cul-de-sac; dust; kitchen table) 

 
2. How does Miller capture the personalities of Walter Cronkite, her father and her mother? 

(Big black glasses, reassuring bass voice; father’s jaw; mother’s small shoulders) 
 

3. What vocabulary is repeated, either directly or by synonym? 
(Circle, around, orbit; dust; vast; lonely; back(wards); door; hop, jump; moon) 

 
4. What motif(s) dominate(s) the essay?  

  (Roundness, vastness, loneliness, dustiness) 
 
 
Writing Exercise: A childhood event. (In class, individual / paired activity & homework) 
 

1. Think of an event from your childhood that still surfaces in your memory from time to time. It 
doesn’t have to be a “major” life event or a traumatic event; it doesn’t have to be an event that 
changed the course of your life, though it may have, ever so slightly. It’s enough that you recall 
the event, because if you do, it somehow changed you in some way. Did you learn a lesson? Did 
you get insight into someone’s character? Your own character? Write about it. Take 10 minutes. 

 
 

2. Share your passage with a partner. Take a note of the visual cues & description they give the 
reader: color, shape, light, texture. Make a list below of these cues. Are any repeated? Can any of 
these become a dominant motif like the “roundness” and circularity we read in “In Orbit”? Discuss 
your findings with your partner. 10 minutes. 

 
 

3. Dig deeper into your memory. What smells, sounds, tastes, textures (the sense of feel) can you 
recall? If you can’t recall from the exact event, what sense-items would have been likely? 10 
minutes. 

 
 

4. Homework:  
a. Seek “outside” information about the event. Interview friends or family who were there to find 
out what details they recall. Look up news events or video clips from that approximate time period 
which can lend authenticity or atmosphere to your essay. Select relevant details and try working 
them into your piece.  
 
b. Now revise your essay for our next session. If you can, bring in enough copies for everyone, and 
if you can’t, send me the essay by midday so that I can make copies for you. If the essay isn’t 
working or you find it too difficult (or uninspiring!) to continue, start a new essay and bring that. 
Please limit your revision or new essay to 750 words, tops. 
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Rubric (applied to the first draft) 
 
The essay is 750 words or less:  Yes No 
 
The central idea/main question of the essay is: 
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Item Emerging In at least half Throughout Comments 
A dominant motif is 
evident. 

    
 
 
 

Sensory detail other 
than visual is evident. 

    
 
 
 

Outside sources are 
evident. 

    
 
 
 

Vocabulary / sentence 
structure are 
appropriate and express 
the theme. 

    
 
 
 

Writer has addressed 
peer commentaries. 

    
 
 
 

 
Summary and advice for next draft: 
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Rubric (for the final draft) 
 

Outcome 1  Needs work 2  Emerging 3  Developing 4  Proficient Comments 
The writer has applied 
relevant peer advice & 
commentary to the essay. 

     

The voice and tone are 
appropriate & 
consistent. 

     

Literary techniques 
(imagery, detail, 
wordplay, metaphor, 
etc.) are well deployed. 

     

Essay is cohesive and 
its organization  
supports the theme. 

     

Syntax and word 
choice are accurate 
and support the 
theme. 

     

Total score:     Total 
 
 
 

 
Scoring 
Needs work. There is little or no evidence of this outcome. 
Emerging.  The outcome is evident, but is not yet consistently applied. 
Developing. The outcome is consistently applied and contributes to the essay’s theme. 
Proficient. The outcome is consistently applied and strongly contributes to the essay’s theme. 
 
A = 18-20 
B = 16-17 
C = 14-15 
 
Revise = 13 or lower or “needs work” in any category. 




